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EU countries could make better use of CAP money to help
reach climate and biodiversity objectives

The latest reform of the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) has introduced a new delivery model
covering ten specific objectives, three of which are environmental and climate-related: climate
action, the protection of natural resources, and the conservation of biodiversity.

Under this new structure, EU Member States are required to submit a National Strategic Plan
presenting the country's needs for each specific objective, the interventions they plan to
implement to address these needs, and the budget allocated to these interventions. 

These four reports, prepared by IEEP in collaboration with the Ecologic Institute, look at the CAP
Strategic Plans submitted by Member States with large agriculture sectors and where the
potential for addressing national and EU climate and environmental challenges is high, namely
France, Germany, Poland, and Spain. 

The main takeaway from this fourfold analysis: countries are failing to address the urgency of
the ecological transition of agri-food systems by not allocating enough money for
interventions that could benefit the environment and climate.

 
 

 

Latest from IEEP

Reducing the use of pesticides
before new Commission
mandates

The revision of the EU pesticides regulation
is a crucial step in Green Deal
implementation, yet it is also its most
threatened piece of legislation. Postponing it
presents a real risk for our ecosystems and
public health. Read the blog

Reflections on the new approach
to the TSD Chapters for greener
trade

This briefing assesses the EC’s new
approach to TSD Chapters. It discusses the
most notable aspects of its new approach
and takes stock of stakeholders’ positions on
the subject. Read the briefing

The EU as a diplomatic leader in
biodiversity negotiations

This policy brief calls for the EU to build on
the COP15 momentum to achieve ambitious
results in its ongoing biodiversity relevant
conversations and negotiations at the global
level, such as the High Sea treaty and FTA
negotiations. Read the brief

 EVENT | New approaches to
governance of the twin transition
of digitalization and
sustainability 

Join us on 21 March for an in-person
gathering of experts from different policy
fields for an open discussion of the ways that
the twin transition could be enhanced
through new governance approaches.
Register now

Browse our website

 

Have you read the latest GTN newsletter?

Every two months, GTN's newsletter offers a selection of the most
important news on the trade and environment nexus and highlights
past and future activities of the network's researchers. Read more
here. 

Sign up to receive the next edition in your inbox

 
 

 
 

Think Sustainable Europe

The idea generator behind the Think2030 platform, Think
Sustainable Europe (TSE) is a pan-European network of
sustainability think tanks, led by IEEP, that provides policymakers
across the continent with sound, science-based analysis and
recommendations.

CONCITO and DOOR join the Think
Sustainable Europe network

Think Sustainable Europe (TSE) welcomes two new members,
bringing it to a total of 17 organisations across Europe.  Find
out more

 

Latest from TSE members

Ecologic Institute: Tackling Microplastics in the Environment

The Green Tank: Addressing the energy crisis: A halfway assessment of Greece’s performance on its
European obligations

IISD: Good Regulatory Practice Provisions in Regional Trade Agreements: Examples and considerations
for developing countries

BC3: A new global study finds cities are not taking advantage of the full potential of nature-based
solutions

IDDRI: Three priorities for the Green Deal Industrial Plan

AMO: Briefing on the necessity and effectiveness of carbon leakage measures 

TMG: Food and crisis: the role of Controlled Environment Agriculture in building urban food system
resilience

SEI: Green Public Procurement: a key to decarbonizing construction and road transport in the EU

CENSE: The Role of Connectedness in Pro-Environmental Consumption of Fashionable Commodities

Energia Klub: More wind energy for Hungary
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